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The more that you read, the more things you will know. The more that you learn, the more places you’ll go. - Dr. Seuss

Teaching reading among young minds is vitally important, for in the teaching of reading, primary teachers face the challenging task of producing readers who are able to function effectively as members of a literate society. Reading is a devotion to every young mind who need to become a good reader in a new beginning.

Comprehension ensures students to read proficiently, eventually allowing them to take those skills a step forward, making connections beyond factual, literacy recall. - Sanders

Reading for a beginner is a developmental challenge which is intertwined with many other developmental accomplishments and motivation.

Reading is a cognitive and social activity of every learner. Being a good reader means that a child has gained a functional knowledge of the principles of the phonics system.

Students gain functional knowledge of the parts, products and uses of the writing system from their ability to writing clearly alone, and sounding clearly the vocal sounds of each word. Understanding the basic sound can guide children to become independent in reading little by little.

Reading is a key to success in our society. The ability to read is valued and important for social and economic development. Most children learn to read fairly well.
In fact, an organized pattern in reading learn it on their own guided by the teachers given techniques in reading.

Dedication to teach a child in reading is really needed in the present situation of society because of the pandemics happening in our world nowadays. With the help of the parents as follow-up for gaining knowledge on how to become an independent reader with the help of teachers, students themselves can guide them to a better future.

As a result, expected the students climb the educational ladder, it is associated with more reading as the subject become wiser and has a wider horizon. A study revealed that individuals bring knowledge and skill to their knowledge for future success.

Teachers play an important role in the development of students’ reading habits and interests which was repeatedly trained by teachers and parents as a follow-up activity in their home. Teachers make a difference in the success of their students when they demonstrate earnest passion to learn to read and make anything happen with right determination.

Their home as a temporarily place to reading practices on sound reading theory, utilize different means of instruction available which are purposed to meet the specific learning needs of learners, shape an organized and progressive learning environment, and regularly assess their students' reading achievement.
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